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ABSTRACT

Background: Changing societal expectations towards pharmacy graduates and increased focus on communication skills, interprofessional collaboration and pharmaceutical care in their curricula, point out necessity of using new educational techniques to introduce pharmacy students to more practical elements of their future profession. Purposes: The aim of presented study was to introduce and discuss the simulated patient method (SP-method) and indicate potential areas of its implementation into pharmacy curriculum, in terms of qualifications of graduates, on the example of Polish legislation. Methodology: PubMed and Google Scholar databases were searched to identify full text English language articles on application of the SP-method in educational scenarios, with particular emphasis on pharmaceutical education. Additionally, the new Ordinance of the Polish Minister of Science and Higher Education, defining educational standards for undergraduate pharmaceutical education, was analysed in search of learning outcomes that could be achieved and verified using the SP-method. Given that the Bloom’s cognitive domain can be supported with cheaper educational methods, presented study focused mainly on practical skills. Results: The key findings suggest that the SP-method allows to accomplish many skill-based learning outcomes defined in the undergraduate pharmaceutical curriculum. Potential areas of its implementation include: enhancing communication skills, patient counselling skills, patient education and pharmaceutical care, teamwork and interprofessional collaboration. Conclusion: Pharmacy students, similarly to their colleagues studying medicine or nursing, should be given opportunities to learn using the SP-method.
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INTRODUCTION

Evolution of pharmacists’ image and increased societal expectations towards their engagement in patient care are observed in many countries around the world. Process in which pharmacists refocus their attention from drugs (as products) on patients (as beneficiaries) is visible also in Poland. Skowron et al.¹ in their “Prospects for development of pharmacy in Poland until the year 2030” described a pharmacist as a healthcare provider and a healthcare team member, not only in reference to hospital pharmacies, but also in case of community pharmacies. Changing role of Polish pharmacists’ is also noticeable in Medicines Management Policy of Poland for 2018-2022,² which points out the necessity to ‘strengthen the role of pharmacists in Polish healthcare system’.

Given that education process on medical programs should correspond with needs of the society,³ aforementioned situation forces gradual actualization of the pharmacy graduate’s profile as well as analysis and adequate modification of pharmacy curriculum. Pharmaceutical studies are still mostly centred on basic sciences, then on drugs and only to a minor extent...
on patients. However, educational standards for the pharmacy faculty include learning outcomes focused on pharmacist-patient relationship.\(^\text{6,7}\) Given that contact of pharmacy students with patients described in the educational standards is almost exclusively limited to holiday and work placements (one month after the 3\(^{rd}\) year and six months after the 5\(^{th}\) year), it seems therefore necessary to provide students with classes that reflect real conditions.

Due to limited access to real patients, simulated conditions are often used to introduce students to practical elements of health practitioner-patient relationship.\(^\text{6}\) They allow students to gain knowledge and skills and practice them multiple times in safe and comforting environment without putting real patients at risk of harm, fatigue or irritation.\(^\text{7,9}\) Many different simulation techniques have been developed over the years, including simple task trainers, mannequins, computer games and virtual patients, role-playing as well as simulated and standardized patients.\(^\text{10}\) The two latter techniques, namely simulated and standardized patients, have become common and valued methods of modern medical education.\(^\text{11}\) They not only allow to provide facts, present procedures and technical skills, but also practice soft skills which are invaluable in terms of contact and communication with patients of healthcare professionals, including future pharmacists.\(^\text{12}\) They also proved to be valuable while measuring students’ performance.\(^\text{13,14}\) The aim of this article is to introduce simulated patient methods and discuss possibilities of its implementation into pharmacy curriculum.

**SIMULATED AND STANDARDIZED PATIENTS IN EDUCATION**

Unfortunately, there has been a lot of inconsistency on the differences between the two terms and their proper defining.\(^\text{6,7}\) Many authors do not distinguish between them at all, while some others see them as separate terms.\(^\text{6,7}\) Harold Barrows, who is considered a pioneer on the topic, viewed a simulated patient as a normal person carefully trained to portray a real patient, including signs and symptoms.\(^\text{15}\) Contrarily, a standardized patient is considered as a person trained to re-enact a patient scenario or a real patient coached to depict a condition basing on their own history and physical examination.\(^\text{6,7}\) Therefore, the main differences between the terms would revolve around the extent to which ‘the patient’ plays their role.\(^\text{6,7}\) Simulated patients are supposed to play their roles faithfully according to directions provided by the teacher. They may be considered as actors on a stage and the same scenario can be performed by more than one of them. Standardized patients, on the other hand, do not play a role. They present their own history, symptoms, personality and emotions and have undergone only a brief training to ensure repeatability. Finally, some authors proposed to treat standardized patients as broader concept that covers both real and simulated patients.\(^\text{15,16}\) As a result, there is a strong need to unify the nomenclature as it may be troublesome, especially given their frequent use and growing popularity.\(^\text{5}\)

**ADVANTAGES AND BARRIERS TO SP-METHOD IMPLEMENTATION**

Many benefits of using simulated and standardized patients have been observed in the literature. As already mentioned, they provide students with an opportunity to safely and stress-free gain, evaluate and ground their knowledge as well as practice their skills in plenitude of scenarios, including but not limited to, anamnesis, physical examination, specific signs or symptoms, initiation of contact, health education and sensitive issues (victims of violence, HIV counselling, healthy sex life or patients with cancer).\(^\text{15,17–19}\) Moreover, as shown by Chen et al.\(^\text{20}\) they seem to boost students’ confidence and self-esteem and thus increase their comfort when working with real patients. They are highly valued by students and provide depth and context to the learning experience.\(^\text{11,21,22}\) Whenever required, the scene can be started over or paused in order to talk through most vital aspects which would be impossible with real patients.\(^\text{15}\) Furthermore, a trained ‘patient’ can provide students with meaningful objective feedback and positive reinforcement, additionally reducing their stress prior contact with real patients.\(^\text{8,16,23}\) However, some obstacles have been defined as well, mainly related to its costs and time requirements.\(^\text{16,17}\) Moreover, each re-enactment or scene that ‘the patient’ is supposed to portray has to be carefully planned, a scenario has to be professionally written and ‘patients’ trained accordingly.\(^\text{10}\) Last but not least, the method itself has its limitations as not every sign, symptom or disease can be easily portrayed and therefore the recruitment process is difficult.\(^\text{16}\)

**SP-METHOD FOR PHARMACEUTICAL EDUCATION**

Despite the previously described impact of the SP-method on students’ learning, the role of SP is also indisputable in providing high-stake pharmacy examination such as OSCE/OSPE, which are being currently implemented in Poland.\(^\text{23,24}\) Taking into account all the above, the aim of the study was to indicate learning outcomes that could be
accomplished and assessed with the use of SP-method to ensure the high efficiency of undertaken educational activities.

For the purpose of the study, a literature review was performed using PubMed and Google Scholar databases to identify full text articles published in English concerning application of the SP-method in educational scenarios, with particular attention to pharmaceutical education.

The new Ordinance of the Minister of Science and Higher Education on educational standards for undergraduate pharmaceutical education also underwent a content analysis in order to select learning outcomes suitable for implementing the SP-method. Although research shows that the use of SP-method improves knowledge retention, knowledge domain can be supported with cheaper educational methods. In presented study emphasis was put on practical skills.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Graduate qualifications</th>
<th>Learning outcomes defined in Polish standards for undergraduate pharmaceutical education</th>
<th>Literature-based evidences of SP-method effectiveness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic communication skills</td>
<td>A.U21. use psychological tools in interpersonal communication with patients, their caregivers, physicians and other healthcare system workers.</td>
<td>Austin et al.\textsuperscript{13} Gillette et al.\textsuperscript{17} Zhang et al.\textsuperscript{31} Rickles et al.\textsuperscript{36} Mafinejad et al.\textsuperscript{37}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient counselling skills</td>
<td>C.U33. give information on chemical composition and therapeutic properties of herbal substances and preparations; D.U15. give information on indications and contraindications to take drugs and their proper dosage and administration; D.U30. give advice to patients on interactions of drugs with food; D.U31. give information on taking nutritional preparations and dietary supplements; E.U2. fill prescriptions (...) and give information on the drug dispensed; E.U12. indicate a proper way of conduct with a drug when a patient is taking it and give information on the drug; D.U35. give advice to a patient on taking, contraindications, interactions and adverse reactions of drugs of natural origin.</td>
<td>Bowers et al.\textsuperscript{25} Mafinejad et al.\textsuperscript{37}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient education and pharmaceutical care</td>
<td>E.U6. conduct consultations being a part of pharmaceutical care and pharmaceutical counselling; E.U14. educate a patient in regards to drugs they take and other problems concerning their health and disease (...); D.U16. give information on drug pharmacology in a way that is understandable for a patient.</td>
<td>Zhang et al.\textsuperscript{31}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delivering bad news</td>
<td>E.U17. (...) give information on complications of pharmacotherapy (...) to patients or their families.</td>
<td>Kiluk et al.\textsuperscript{19}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team collaboration (including interprofessional collaboration)</td>
<td>D.U17. cooperate with members of other medical professions in regards to ensuring safety and effectiveness of pharmacotherapy; E.U7. collaborate with a physician in regards to optimization and rationalization of the therapy in inpatient and outpatient treatment; E.U23. actively participate in the work of the therapeutic team, cooperating with healthcare system workers; A.U19. initiate and support team actions, aid and remedial, influence formation of attitudes and manage human resources; E.U13. indicate a proper way of working with drugs by workers of the healthcare system.</td>
<td>Shankar et al.\textsuperscript{11} Zhang et al.\textsuperscript{31} Westberg et al.\textsuperscript{38} Koo et al.\textsuperscript{39}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Developed on the basis of Ordinance of the Minister of Science and Higher Education on educational standards for undergraduate pharmaceutical education\textsuperscript{5}
The majority of identified learning outcomes were linked to pharmacist’s ability to communicate with patient and other healthcare professionals (Table 1). Vyas et al.3 indicated that the second domain most frequently assessed by simulation at Colleges and Schools of Pharmacy in United States were communication abilities. SP-method is successfully used to teach communication in other parts of the world as well.26 Although undergraduate education of healthcare forces in Poland can be described as ‘physician-centred’, there are some interprofessional learning outcomes listed in different curricula, including pharmacy.27 Meanwhile, interprofessional interventions seem to be most effective when they actively engage students to work together, instead of simply learning together without interaction.28 Apart from all the aforementioned examples, simulated conditions, including the SP-method, may also be used to realize and verify learning outcomes associated with interprofessional collaboration. For instance, in a study by Panzarella et al.29 participation in an IPE program and “seeing first-hand what other professions do” allowed students to better understand professional roles and responsibilities of different members of the medical team and increased their respect for them. Interprofessional SP classes also give students the opportunity to learn new skills by watching other students, improve their communication skills by making them more comfortable talking to other team members and educate them about their own profession.28 Additionally, breaks between classes may be also a chance for conversations and getting to know each other in less formal circumstances.

Moreover, some authors demonstrated that simulated patient methods can also be used to teach students technical skills. Basheti30 showed that intervention involving pharmacy students educating simulated patients on using one of three asthma inhaler devices, allowed to improve their skills of device technique demonstration. Although mean inhaler technique scores in intervention and control group were not statistically significant, the proportion of students with correct inhaler technique was significantly higher among students who educated simulated patients. Basheti also pointed out that almost every student from the intervention group presented correct technique when they performed it on the exact type used previously to educate simulated patients. Similarly, Bowers et al.25 observed that students who gave advice to a simulated patient on proper insulin injection technique not only obtained significantly higher counselling checklist scores, but also their test scores and knowledge retention were significantly higher from the control group. According to Zhang et al.31 standardized patients can also be used to practice clinical writing skills and can be useful when presenting rare morbidities to students.

**EFFECTIVENESS OF SP-METHOD**

In terms of its effectiveness in comparison with other, less time- and resource-consuming methods (e.g. peer role-play), results of studies conducted so far are mixed, with different studies indicating superiority, equality and one even inferiority of the SP-method.15 One of the most widely used methods for training evaluation is the New World Kirkpatrick Model developed by Jim and Wendy Kirkpatrick in 2016, basing on earlier model of Donald Kirkpatrick.32 It describes four levels of training evaluation, namely 1 - Reaction, 2 - Learning, 3 - Behaviour and 4 - Results. In brief, level 1 denotes participants’ reactions to the training (satisfaction, engagement and relevance). Level 2 evaluates knowledge, skills, attitudes, confidence and commitment acquired as a result of the training. Level 3 allows to assess participants’ change in behaviour after the training and whether they apply what they learned in practice and Level 4 measures outcomes intended to occur as a result of training.

Previously published studies suggest that learners’ satisfaction (Kirkpatrick Level 1) is significantly higher when they work with SP. Flores and Hess33 observed that students were more satisfied when drug-induced skin disorders were taught employing a standardized patient dressed in moulage instead of using picture paper cases. This observation is very close to the results of Grice et al.34 who compared pharmacy students’ satisfaction on teaching physical examination using standardized patients versus manikins. Once again students liked standardized patients better. Neither of above-mentioned studies showed statistically significant differences in students’ scores at Kirkpatrick’s Level 2.33,34

In another study, however, Gillette et al.37 observed improved students’ assessment results when they were taught with SP when compared with students taught using peer role-play or other active learning methods. Additionally, in the discussion they pointed out some generalizability issues of previously mentioned papers, including small sample size, short intervention period or assessment of only one aspect of communication. As a result, there is a need for more studies on the topic. Even though, according to most studies, the SP-method can be considered as at least as effective as other methods, it should be mentioned that its cost-effectiveness may differ among institutions due to many reasons, including...
academic teachers’ salaries or whether SP receive gratification or not.

CONCLUSION

Simulation methods, including high-fidelity simulations with simulated patients, are gaining on importance in Poland. Due to financial support of the European Union and the Ministry of Health, twelve academic centres in Poland have recently set up new simulation centres and most of them have already hired or plan to hire actors to play the role of simulated patients. Unfortunately, among medical programmes that formed the target group, funders did not include future pharmacists. Nevertheless, conducted analysis shows that including simulated patient methods into the education programme at pharmacy faculties would also be justified.
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SUMMARY

- The simulated patient method is gaining importance in Poland. However, its use in the pharmaceutical curriculum is currently limited.
- This study provides a review of the literature on the simulated patient method in educational scenarios. It also indicates potential areas of its implementation into undergraduate pharmaceutical education on the example of learning outcomes listed in the Ordinance of the Polish Minister of Science and Higher Education.
- Results show that the simulated patient method can be implemented to teach and evaluate many skill-based learning outcomes.
- Potential learning outcomes of the undergraduate pharmaceutical curriculum that could be realized with simulated patients include communication skills, patient education, pharmaceutical care, patient counseling skills, giving bad news to patients and teamwork and interprofessional collaboration.

Similarly to medical or nursing students, pharmacy students should also have the opportunity to learn with simulated patients.


